This proposal is based on the statement that in order to promote the renewable energies at least three different professional skills have to be promoted:
• the designers who need to design the best renewable energy plants for the particular location taken into considerations;
• the operators who need to know how to operate and, above all, how to maintain the renewable energy plants.
The e-learning courses will supply the theoretical knowledge but other two important elements are necessary in order to realize and manage renewable energy plants:
• the acquisition of the technology,
• the acquisition of the practical know how, In order to cover these two aspects, a workshop, with the vendors of renewable energy technologies, will be organized in each country; stages, in research centers and enterprises which are owners of the specific technology, can be organized for designers and/or operators once the technology has been chosen, The e-learning courses are divided in three levels for each type of energy, when necessary, in order to cover the three classes of users. The other statement that has been made is that only the decision makers and the designers can follow e-learning courses held in English while the operators will be able to follow only e-learning courses in their own language and this is foreseen only in asynchronous courses. The asynchronous course will be available on the web in English and a translation into all the different languages should be provided so that the users can follow the course in their own language whenever and wherever they like. One or more e-learning points in each country could be organized within or outside the present project. The number of hours for internet e-learning asynchronous courses is only provisional as everybody has different time for learning, having different technical and cultural background. 
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